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The purpose of this paper is to construct the non-commutative analogue of p-adic rings and 
of Witt vectors with coefficients in a given separable algebra. One constructs this ring as an 
algebra over the p-adic ring with coefficients in the center of the prescribed residual algebra. It 
is proved that this construction does not depend on the particular basis chosen for the residual 
algebra and has good properties in order to generalize the commutative case. 
Introduction 
In this paper, we shall construct a noncommutative analogue for p-adic rings 
and Witt vectors of length n with coefficients in a separable algebra. 
It will be proved that this construction does not depend on the particular basis 
chosen for the algebra and has good properties in order to generalize the 
commutative case. If D is a separable division algebra over k and W,(D) is the 
p-adic ring with residual division algebra D (which we constructed as an algebra 
over W,(k)), then this ring W,(D) could also be obtained using Witt-Nakayama’s 
results. In fact if 9 is the p-adic division algebra with residual division algebra D, 
separable over k and A is the ring of integers of 9, one has W,(D) = A lp”A. 
In a forthcoming paper [ll] we shall use this construction to describe the 
coefficient rings of certain artinian rings. 
We assume throughout this paper that ail rings have identity, all subrings 
contain the identity of the ring and all ring homomorphisms carry identity to 
identity. 
1. Noncommutative p-rings and Witt vectors 
We shall denote by W(k) or W=(k) the p-ring of residual field k, that means the 
unique complete discrete valuation ring of residual field k (see [4, Lemma 131 .and 
17, Corollary of Theorem 81). We put w,(k) = W(k) lp” W(k). 
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We shall denote by ‘V(k) or wm(k) the ring of Witt vectors with coefficients in 
k and by wn( k) the ring of truncated Witt vectors (see [6, Section S.lO]). 
We shall say that an algebra A over R is separable over R if A is a projective 
A OR A* module (see [2, 51 for properties of separable algebras). 
If R is a local ring with maximal ideal m, we say that an algebra A over R is 
unramified if AlmA is semisimple or, equivalently, the Jacobson radical J(A) of 
A is equal to mA (see [3, $41). 
Let A be a separable algebra over a field k of characteristic p. Let U = { u1 = 1, 
$3 . . * 7 u,.} be a basis of A over k with structural coefficients p = {r,,}, that is 
qj = c TijkUk (lsi, jrr). 
k=l 
Consider the free w,(k) module with basis { ul, . . . , 1.4~)) 
R = 5 W,(k)U, . 
R becomes a W,(k) -algebra by setting 
uiuj = c yijkUk 
k=l 
if there exists r = { yijk} satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) rijk E W,(k) and r i j k  E  Y i j k  (mod P) or briefly r E F (mod P) ; 
(2) u, = l,, that is yrij = rilj = 6, (Kronecker’s symbols); 
(3) {r,,} satisfy the associativity conditions. 
This W,(k) -algebra will be denoted by R = W, (A, U, r, k) . 
Analogously we define 
wn(A, u, r, k). 
Now we proceed to prove 
to study the properties of 
an algebra over ?Yn(k) which we denote by 
the independence on the particular basis chosen and 
these algebras. Our first result proves that this 
construction in case of a separable field extension is independent on the basis and 
gives the classical construction W, (k) . 
Proposition 1.1. Let k C K be a finite separable field extension. Then for any basis 
U of K over k one has 
Moreover for a fixed basis 0 = (Cl, . . . , ii,> of K over k there exist elements 
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Ui E W,,(K) such that ui E iii (mod p) and 
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Similar results are true when replacing W, by W,, . 
Proof. Let { Ui} be a basis of K over k and select Ui E W,(K) such that ui = Ui 
(mod p). Then 
C Wn(k)Ui + pWn(K) = W,(K) * 
Iterating (1) several times and using the fact 
generates W,(K) over WJk). 
(1) 
that p” = 0, one can prove that { ui} 
In order to prove linear independence, suppose 
2 AiUi = 0 with hi E W,(k) . 
i=l 
Then considering this relation modulo p one has A, = 0 (mod p), therefore 
hi = phi and C h:ui = 0 in W,_,(K) and so on. 
It follows that { ui} is basis of W,(K) over W,(k) and 
W,(K) = 6 W,(k)u, . i=l 
Now we shall prove the same for Wr,(K) with Ui = ( Ui, 0, . . . , 0) E ‘ly;, (K), 
Denote by m the maximal ideal of wa(K) consisting of elements 
(0, x2, * * - , x,) E W’,(K). Then 
i “Il’,(k)ui+ m= ‘W,(K). 
i=l 
Since K is separable over k, one has K = k(KP) = k(K”?) = - - -. Hence if 
x 2 = C’._ a(2’cP J-1 J ,‘...dk = C’._ aTk’UPk then J-1 J I ’ 
This proves that { Ui} is a system of generators of Wn(K) over W;,(k). 
In order to prove linear independence, observe that { iipk} are linearly indepen- 
(0, x2, * * * , x,) - 2 ~~(0, aj2), 0, . . . JWm’, 
j=l 
(0,. . . ,O,xk,. . . ,x,)- i ui(O,. . . ,O, a:!‘, . . . ,O)Emk+l. 
(2) 
j=l 
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dent over k. If Cl=, AiUi = 0 where Ai = (A:, Ai, . . . , A:), it follows Ci=, APiii = 0, 
hence A: = 0; then EL=, Aiup = 0, hence Af = 0 and so on. c] 
We intend to use now [3, Lemma 5] which asserts: 
Lemma 1.2. Let Z be a completely primary unramified and regular (that means 
free) extension of a henselian local ring K, such that its residue class field 
Z = ZlpZ is separable over K and let L be a completely primary finite extension 
ring of K, whose residue field L is K-isomorphic to Z. Then for any K- 
isomorphism of Z into L there exists one and only one K-homomorphism of Z into 
L which induces module pZ the given K-isomorphism on Z. This homomorphism 
is onto iff L is unramified over K and is an isomorphism i. L is regular (free) over 
K. 0 
The proof of this lemma relies on the fact that if Z = K[C], using Hensel’s 
lemma, one can find a root a of a polynomial over K which reduced modulo the 
maximal ideal of K is the irreducible polynomial of a and one has Z = K[a]. 
Similarly if L = K[b], then L = K[b] an d a I+ b induces the required homomor- 
phism. 
In our case both R = IV, (K, U, r, k) and W,(K) are free modules over W,(k), 
unramified with respect to W,(k) and with isomorphic residual fields, so one can 
use the above lemma. 
In order to establish the analogous properties for Wn(K) observe that Wn(K) is 
unramified over Wn(k) using (2) and then use the above lemma. 
Proposition 1.3. Wn( K) is noetherian i. K has a finite p-basis. 
Proof. By [4, Theorem 31 it will be enough to prove that the maximal ideal m of 
“w;,(K) has a finite basis; the relations (2) in the proof of Proposition 1.1 show 
that the elements of the form (0, ui, . . . , 0) E Wn(K) with ui belonging to a 
p-basis generate m. 0 
Proposition 1.4. The algebra R = W, (A, U, r, k) is separable over W,,(k) with 
Jacobson radical pR and residual algebra modulo the radical equal to A. 
Similar statements are true when replacing W, by W.,. 
Proof. Observe that RlpR = A which is separable over k. Use now [5, Theorem 
7. l] to conclude that R is separable over w,(k). 0 
Lemma 1.5. If U is a basis of A 03 B over k, then there exists a basis V of A over k 
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The similar statement is true when replacing W,, by W*. 
Proof. Denote by R the ring WJA $ B, U, r, k) and let cp : R+ RlpR be the 
canonical mapping. Using [5, Proposition 1.111 one has 
W,(A 93 B, U, r, k) = W,(A, V, r,, k) @ W,(B, T, r,, k) . 
q@!(R)) = Z(A G3 B) = Z(A) @Z(B) , 
Z(R) denoting the center of R, and so on. 
Let F1, C2 be the identities of A respectively B; using standard arguments for 
lifting idempotents one can find orthogonal idempotents e,, e2 E B(R) such that 
R = Re, 83 Re,. This is the decomposition we were looking for. 0 
Corollary 1.6. If A is a commutative separable algebra, then W,(A, U, r, k) does 
not depend on the particular basis chosen for A over k. 
The similar statement is true when replacing W,, by W,,. 
Proof. Because A is a direct product of fields which are separable over k one can 
use Lemma 1.5 and Proposition 1.1. It follows that for a commutative algebra A, 
separable over k one can use the notation W,(A) Ic) or W,(A) instead of 
W,(A, u, r, k). 0 
Proposition 1.7. The center of R = W,(A, U, r, k) is Wn(Z(A)). The same is true 
when replacing Wl, by W,, . 
Proof. Use [5, Proposition 1.111 and Corollary 1.6. Cl 
Lemma 1.8. Let A, B, C be separable algebras over a local ring R. If M,(A) = 
M,(B), then A = B. If C@,A-C@,B, thenA=B. 
Proof. This is [9, Corollary 1 of the Theorem]. Cl 
Lemma 1.9. Given a basis U of the matrix ring M,(A) over k, there exists a basis 
v of A over k such that 
w,(M,(A), u, f’, k) = M,(W,(A V, -r’, k)) . 
The similar statement is true when replacing W,, by W;, . 
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Proof. Denote by R the ring W, (M,(A), A, U, r, k) and let q : R + RlpR be the 
canonical mapping. Let { cjj} be a system of matrix units of M,(A). Using classical 
methods for lifting idempotents (see [3, Theorem 251) one can find a system of 
matrix units { eij} in R; write R = M,(B), where B is the commutator of { eij}. 
But B = e,,Re,, is separable over W,(k) being a homomorphic image of a 
separable algebra. The radical of B is e,,J(R)e,, = pB. One has BlpB = A and B 
is free over VV, (k) so that one has B = W, (A, V, rI, k). Cl 
Lemma 1.10. If D is a separable division algebra over k with center C, then for 
any basis 0 of D over k there exists a basis T of D over C such that 
A similar statement holds when replacing W,, by W,. 
Proof. As before denote by R the ring W,(D, U, r, k). Since Z(R) = W, (C, k) is 
a direct summand in R (as Z(R)-module) and W,(k) is a local ring, it follows that 
Z(R) is a free module over W,(k). Let V= {u,, . . . , uk} be a basis of Z(R) and 
let T= {tI, . . . , t,} be a set of representatives in R for an arbitrary basis 
T= {t,:. . . ) im} of D over C. Then { rYi * c} is a basis of D over k, hence { uiti} is 
a basis of R over W,(k) (see [3, Theorem 61). It follows that T is a basis of R over 
Z(R) = W,(C). S ince R = ~W~(C)ti, one gets the result. Cl 
Now we shall prove for division algebras the independence on the chosen basis 
over the center. 
Lemma 1.11. Let D be a division algebra separable over its center C. Then for any 
two bases u, v of D over C we have an isomorphism 
w,(D, U, r,, C> = w,(D, V, r,, C) . 
The similar statement is true when replacing W, by W,. 
Proof. Denote by R, the ring W,,(D, U, r, C) and by R, the ring 
W,(D, V, &, c). Let R be the ring R = R, @w,(cj Ri. Then 
RlpR = D GOc Do = M,(C). 
Lifting the matrix units of RlpR, one can find a system of matrix units { eij} in 
R. But 
WY&3 + PR = R * 
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Iterating this relation several times and using the fact that p” = 0, one has 
R = A4, ( W, (C)) . Therefore 
R,@R;@R,= M,(W,(C)) @ R, 7 
but R;@R,- M,(W,(C)), hence 
Using now Lemma 1.8 we obtain R, s= R,. 
In order to prove the similar statement for Witt vectors observe that if m is the 
maximal ideal of wn( C), then mn = 0 and 
M,(wn(C)) + mR = R . 
It follows that a similar proof works. ??
We are now able to prove the independence on the basis in the general case. 
Lemma 1.12. Let A be a separable algebra over k. Then for any two bases 0, V of 
A over k we have an isomorphism 
w,(A, u> r,, k) = w,(A V, &, k) . 
The similar statement is true when replacing W, by W,,. 
Proof. Decompose A = ej A j where A i = M,i(Dj) ) and each Di a division alge- 
bra. Using Lemmas 1.5 and 1.9 it will be enough to prove the independence on 
basis for a division algebra D over k. But this is true because of Lemmas 1.10 and 
1.11. 0 
From now on we use the notation W,(A, k) or simply W,(A). 




where the structural coeflcients in r are obtained from rI = (r$ > and Tz = (y?? > 
by the formulas 
The similar statement is true when replacing W, by W,,. 
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Proof. Denote by R the ring W,(A, U, rI, k) @ Wn(B, V, &,, k). Then RlpR = 
A 63 B and U @ V is a basis of R over W’ (k) whose structural coefficients verify 
the required relations. 0 
We now put together the properties we established above in our final theorem. 
Theorem 1.14. Let A be a separable algebra over k. Then there exists a separable 
algebra W, (A, k) over W,(k) with the Jacobson radical equal to pW,,(A, k) and 
residual algebra modulo the radical equal to A. 
Moreover the following properties hold: 
(4 W,,(A @ B) = W,(A)@W,@) ; 
04 wl(Mm(A)) = M,(W,(A)) ; 
(c> If A = @ M#), then W,(A) = @ Mni( W,(D)) ; 
(d) Wn(A @k B) = wz(4 @+v (k) Ym ; 
(e) UK(A)) = W,(W)) ; n 
(f) If R is a splitting field for A, that is 
then 
A similar statement holds when replacing W,, by Wn. 
Proof. The existence is a consequence of [3, Theorem 321 and of the lemmas 
above. The last property, i.e. (f), is a consequence of the previous properties 
(a)-(d). This could be obtained directly using [2, Theorem 6.31. Cl 
For a separable algebra A over k consider the following projective system 
(W&L u’“‘, r? k), cp,,,) where 50,,, are the canonical morphisms of reduction 
modulo corresponding powers of p. 
Then W,(A, U, r, k) = lim W,(A, U @I, I’@), k) is a free W(k)-algebra sepa- 
rable over W(k) with Jacogon radical generated by p. One can prove also the 
independence on the chosen basis of A over k and the properties (a)-(f) in the 
theorem for the ring W,(A, k) and one can construct also a similar “wm(A, k) with 
the same properties. 
As an application one can prove in the same way as in [ 11, that means in a 
constructive way, Azumaya’s generalization of Wedderburn’s Principal Theorem. 
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